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ABOUT US





It is with great pleasure that we put these two terrible years behind us and take this 
chance to propose our event and present our organization to you again. 

We are “A.S.D. ECC MILANO 2020”, an association composed by some Milano Area 
Control Center air traffic controllers, created to organize an 11-a-side football 
tournament called ECC (European Controllers Cup), which is hosted every year in a 
different European city. 
A tournament between teams of each Area Control Center and control Towers of the 
most important cities in Europe and some teams from abroad, including USA, Russia, 
Kazakistan etc. 
The ECC involves about 48 teams with more than 1000 players. 

Milano Team has been chosen to organize the ECC in 2020, the chosen location would 
have been the city of Verona, from 25th to 30th of May. 

But then in February the pandemic event and the restrictions linked to covid-19 broke 
into our lives, which forced us to cancel the event less than two months from the 
beginning. 
Although worried about the evolution of the disease, engaged in a laborious 
postponement job only a few meters from the finish line, we didn’t give up, and with 
patience we waited for the moment when it was understood that the tournament could 
be  re-proposed finally in conditions of a normal life. 
Therefore we are proud to present our project again, the ECC football tournament, 2022 
edition, in Verona from 16th to 21st May 2022. 

The location selected is a sport 4 * Hotel center with 8 regular pitches in natural grass, 
next to Verona Villafranca airport. 
We are very proud to host in Italy the 53rd edition after the Rome team organization in 
2011(by Rome Area Control Center). 
The tournament, with its more then 1000 players, is an unique opportunity of cultural 
exchange and friendship between people, colleagues, friends, which have in common 
the same important job and the passion for football. And related to the recent pandemic, 
an excellent driving force for the restart. 
The event takes stage in 5 days: 
- Monday: arrival of the teams and welcome party in the evening (buffet dinner with
music and dj set at the “Palazzo della Gran Guardia” in the heart of Verona city center); 
- Tuesday and Wednesday group stage from 9 am to 5 pm. Each team plays 2/3
matches a day and between games players can relax under a big tensile structure with 
music, food and beverage to have fun and socialize. 

At the end of these two days the tournament continues in sub tournaments: > first two 
teams of each group will take part at MAIN Competition (like 
Champions League); 
> the third and fourth at PLATE Competition (Europe League); > the last two at VASE
Competition; 
- Thursday and Friday is the elimination phase, which leads the tournament to its 3
finals. 
- Friday night our Farewell Party will take place, consisting in a classic gala dinner,
served at tables, during which music, trophies ceremony, speeches 
and special guests ( even sponsors) will drive the party until the end, at “Gallerie 
Mercatali” in Verona. 
- Saturday morning, is time to go back home, teams will check out from every
single hotel. 

It is a great and intense event, and for the best success is absolutely necessary to gain 
all the available resources, Including, of course, main and minor sponsorships. 
The opportunity in terms of visibility for the sponsors is huge, people involved 
in the tournament are positioned at high level in terms of personal budget, brand 
recognition and spread, our guests with a quite high cultural level are used to travel a lot 
around the world. 
Our mission, is to organize the best ECC ever, a tournament that will be mentioned in 
the future from thousands of people all over Europe and beyond, thanks to our native 
Italian style, our beautiful cities, our effort and of course our sponsors. 
And last but not least, to be remembered as the event that put the pandemic behind us. 

For these reasons we kindly ask your company, recognized as leader in 
your field, to be part of this great event, sure that this tournament can give 
your company the perfect visibility inside our World. 
We are at your disposal for any clarification you may need. Hope in a 
positive response. 

Best regards 

The Organize Committee 
A.S.D. ECC MILANO 2020, for VERONA 2022 



WHAT WE HAVE?


HOTEL ANTARES 
A perfect football complex with 8 natural grass pitches and

 a wellness and SPA 4 stars Hotel

VERONA 
A gorgeous city to visit and enjoy




HOTEL ANTARES ****

Hotel and football complex




HOTEL ANTARES FEATURES


Just few steps away from the pitches and 15 mins driving from city center, up to 500 
people can wake up few minutes before the match


°


SPA, indoor and outdoor swimming pool with Bar, meeting room and fabulous pitches




SWIMMING POOL WITH BAR


	



BEAUTY  WELLNESS SPA




BEAUTY  WELLNESS SPA




ROOMS




BATHROOM






THE FOOTBALL COMPLEX


Just outside Hotel Antares and 15/20 mins from other hotels, 8 natural-grass pitches,             
one 7 a-side training pitch


°


1400 sq.mtrs BIG TENT for food, Beer, music and friendship


	



FOOTBALL COMPLEX


BIG TENT
CHANG.ROOMS

TRAINING PITCH



PITCHES




PITCHES




BIG TENT AND TRAINING PITCH




BIG TENT


	



WELCOME PARTY 
PALAZZO DELLA GRAN GUARDIA 

Piazza Bra is one of the most beautiful squares in the world,
Sorrounded by different historical periods monuments which create a magical and evocative atmosphere:

The Arena, the Gran Guardia Palace, the massive Palazzo Barbieri or the Liston with restaurants and 
Bars.

La Gran Guardia is a magnificent palace located in the South side of Piazza Bra, facing the incredible 
Arena.



FAREWELL PARTY 
GALLERIE MERCATALI 

At the Gallerie Mercatali people were used to go to buy fruits and greens, nowadays this location is used for international 
events like the worldwide wine fair "Vinitaly", choosen for the perfect industrial architectural style.



VERONA



Verona is one of the most beautiful cities in Italy, World Heritage

Site by UNESCO, known all over the world for its history, charme,


monuments and cuisine.

2000 years of beauty and fun are ready to welcome the

ECC family.






L’ARENA DI VERONA




	



PIAZZA ERBE WITH TORRE DEI LAMBERTI


	



ROMEO AND JULIET’S BALCONY




	



TRANSPORT


Verona int. airport is just 20 mins from city center.

Bergamo Orio al serio int. airport is 1hr driving away.

Buses will be provided to/from airports and hotels

As far as to/from hotels and pitches , and parties.


	



THE ORGANIZE COMMITTEE


Associazione Sportiva Dilettantistica Ecc Milano 2020
Piazza della Libertà 21, 26020 Palazzo Pignano (CR)

p.iva/CF 01690630197

info@eccverona2020.it

cfd  

ecc verona 2020

Maurizio Martina 
Claudio Mello  
Andrea Farolfi 

Tommaso Tiboni 
Andrea Quercia 

Marco Giammuso 
Mario Del Monaco 

Luca Iadaresta 
Raffaele Catanzariti 

	



WITH THE PATRONAGE OF



SPONSORED BY




